City of Belle Meade TENNESSEE
Belle Meade Police Department
Timothy Eads, Chief of Police
4705 Harding Road  Nashville TN 37205  615-297-0241  Fax 615-297-0044

Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade
June 1st 2020 to June 7th 2020
Date

Incident

Address

Description

6-01-2020

Assist Citizen

6000 Block of Hwy 100

Assisted a resident with unlocking their
vehicle after locking their keys in it.

6-01-2020

Officer Investigation

400 Block of West Brookfield

Officer gathered more information from a
theft from vehicle report and added it as a
supplement to the original report.

6-01-2020

Officer Investigation

300 Block of Westview Ave

We received a noise complaint and the
officer was able to locate the cause of the
noise and told them to turn it down.

6-01-2020

Officer Investigation

400 Block of Lynwood Blvd

We took a report of two cars that had been
rummaged through. There was a small
amount of cash take from one of the
vehicles.

6-01-2020

Suspicious Vehicle

Walnut Dr

Officer located a suspicious vehicle that
was possibly related to the theft from
vehicle call.

6-01-2020

Traffic Stop

400 Block of Lynwood Blvd

Officer stopped the suspicious vehicle from
earlier who is also possible suspect for the
Theft from motor vehicle report earlier.
Turned out the driver was Driving On a
Revoked License and he was arrested on
that charge and a violation of parole
warrant.

6-02-2020

Assist Citizen

Belle Meade Blvd & Harding Pl

We received a report of cyclist that hit a
vehicle. We arrived and checked on the
injured party but she refused to speak with
us. She had a minor injury to her leg so
we held her until paramedics arrived. She
also refused to speak with them. The
vehicle that she supposedly hit was not
at the scene. It is still unclear exactly what
happened because the victim refused to
cooperate with police.

6-02-2020

Assist Other Agency

Harding Pl & Enquirer Ave

We assisted Skycop (LPR/cameras) with
traffic control while they worked on them.

6-02-2020

Officer Investigation

1200 Block of Belle Meade Blvd

We received a report of fireworks but the
source of the noise was unfounded and this
call was false.

6-02-2020

Officer Investigation

400 Block of West Brookfield

We responded to a suspicious noise
complaint. The resident’s dog began
barking at something and after searching
the area it was determined to possibly be
a deer.

6-03-2020

Officer Investigation

Belle Meade Blvd & Harding Pl

We worked a pedestrian vs. vehicle crash.
The runner was treated on scene for minor
injuries and released.

6-03-2020

Officer Investigation

Belle Meade Blvd & Harding Rd

We stopped a man who decided to walk
down the boulevard from Harding Rd.
He was lost and trying to get downtown.
We gave him a ride downtown so he could
look for a hotel to stay in. He is trying to
get back to Colorado.

6-04-2020

Safety Hazard

300 Block of Walnut Ave

We responded to a tractor trailer blocking
the road. It was related to a construction
project at Lynwood and Abbott Martin. The
vehicle was moved.

6-04-2020

Officer Investigation

100 Block of Lynwood Terrace

Officer took an extortion report

6-04-2020

Officer Investigation

Iroquois Ave & Jackson Blvd

We received a call about construction going
on after hours. We made contact with the
workers and they advised that they had
already finished for the day.

6-04-2020

Suspicious Vehicle

1200 Block of Chickering Rd

We checked on a vehicle parked next to the
road. The driver stated that she was
waiting for the home owner to return
because she was not sure where to park her
vehicle. The owner returned while we were
talking and did confirm she was waiting for
him.

6-04-2020

Safety Hazard

Harding Pl & Jackson Blvd

Motorist called about a tree being down in
the road. We notified public works and
they came out and removed the tree from
the road.

6-05-2020

Assist Other Agency

1200 Block of Nichol Lane

We heard Metro dispatch Fire department
and Medics to an unresponsive male
subject. We arrived on the scene and
observed another construction worker
giving CPR to him. MPO officers on duty
administered 2 doses of Narcan and
continued CPR. After the second dose, the
patient started breathing on his own and was
able to speak. He was transported to St.
Thomas West Hospital via ambulance.

6-05-2020

Suspicious Person

4400 Block of Tyne Blvd

Officer responded to a suspicious person call
the resident called 911 about someone
knocking on the front and side doors and
then backed out of the driveway. Metro
never called or dispatched us to the call, we
were monitoring their dispatch when the
call went out. The resident did not want a
report.

6-05-2020

Officer Investigation

Lillywood Dr & Lynwood Lane

Responded to a noise complaint call that
turned out to be on Lynwood Lane and they
were advised to turn the music down.

6-06-2020

Assist Other Agency

300 Block of Walnut

Assisted Nashville Fire Department with a
medical call.

6-06-2020

Officer Investigation

1100 Block of Nichol Lane

Responded to a noise complaint call about
a party with yelling and vulgar language.
Officers located the party and advised that
you could hear them from the street talking
but not yelling and did not hear any vulgar
language.

6-06-2020

Suspicious Person

Jackson & Belle Meade Blvd

Received a call about a male subject riding a
bicycle on Jackson Blvd towards Green
Hills. Subject was gone on arrival when
officers arrived on scene

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system.
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be
sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations.
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle.

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!

